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SDP Memo Disclaimer
The SDP memos are designed to allow the quick recording of investigations and research done by
members of the SDP. They are also designed to raise questions about parts of the SDP design or SDP
process. The contents of a memo may be the opinion of the author, not the whole of the SDP.
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Summary
We have developed a deployable and containerised SKA imaging and data processing pipeline for
spectropolarimetric radio interferometry data. This code - designated as a DPrepB/DPrepC spectral
imaging pipeline - also simultaneously demonstrates other Platform Services and interfaces which
will likely be a key component of all SDP pipelines, such as Data Queues and Quality Assessment
(QA) aggregation. This pipeline exhibits a working example of task-based and data parallelism within
SDP, using both Dask distributed (for task distribution across nodes) and distributed Dask arrays (for
internode communication and calculation), as examples of one plausible Execution Framework.
Critically, this represents a full working instance of a pipeline spanning key parts of the SDP
architecture. The code makes extensive use of the Algorithm Reference Library (ARL) for a
substantial number of common processing components in the prototyped pipeline. The work is
highly complementary to, and has been developed in combination with, SDP Integration Prototype
(SIP) work. The pipeline also affords an opportunity to investigate the optimisation and scalability of
key algorithms for the SKA-era, and provides future potential for development of SDP pipelines in
alternative Execution Frameworks.

Introduction
The work on science pipeline prototyping has been designed to verify that SDP can enable the major
SKA science cases, by running critical radio astronomy algorithms within a scalable, deployable, and
monitorable infrastructure. Furthermore, a critical piece of verification work for SDP includes
demonstration of the key architectural design – which includes the use of an Execution Framework
for task-based parallelism within an HPC environment. Due to these requirements, pipeline
prototyping is highly complementary to and has been developed alongside the SIP project [RD01].
Prototyping of SKA-like science pipeline workflows also has a significant dependency upon the
development of the ARL. In combination with ARL, this provides an opportunity to create a working
instance of a pipeline that spans critical parts of the SDP architecture. The SDP pipelines and
workflows will also require communication with a number of services via various interfaces. These
services/interfaces themselves require prototyping – as is being done within the SIP project – but
due to interfacing requirements, the SDP pipelines will fundamentally require the inclusion and
operation of services from within the pipeline code itself. This can therefore drive the development
of interface requirements. Prototyping of science pipelines can allow for services/interfaces to be
developed in conjunction with the pipeline itself, whilst also ensuring that each service can be
rebuilt and initialised in a modular way.
The implementation of parallelisable science algorithms also provides an opportunity to investigate
both the scalability and optimisation of specific algorithmic techniques to SKA scales. These
investigations have been taking place concurrently with the SDP pipeline prototyping work, and we
report on progress that has been made in defining the science algorithms which will operate on SKA
in some form, whether this is within SDP or on SRCs.
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Context: Platform Services & Interfaces
The SDP will take the form of a unique computing infrastructure, as shown in Fig. 1 (see the
architecture documents for further details). As an illustrative analogy, the SDP can be considered to
be the world's first automated-astrophysicist.

Figure 1: The primary representation of the components and connectors for SDP. All of these
interfaces need to be prototyped and tested. There will be multiple instances of this system,
deployed at SKA observatories as well as at SRCs. Image reproduced from [RD02].

In the typical workflow of an astrophysicist working on a contemporary radio telescope, data are
correlated by a CSP and then ingested for Real-Time Processing where various operations - such as
removal of RFI - are performed. The data are then moved to a Long Term Storage facility, from
where an astrophysicist can download the observation and spend several months flagging,
calibrating, imaging, cleaning, and processing their data. All of these time-intensive operations are
essential initial steps which an astrophysicist must currently perform before they can begin their
chosen scientific study. With the SKA, this considerable human intervention will no longer be
feasible as the data volumes are simply too large. Instead, the SDP will perform all of these data
processing steps in an automated and streamlined manner, via specific interfaces which enable
communication with a number of internal and external services.
As an example of a typical SDP workflow, data will move from the CSP and be ingested into Receive
& Real-Time Processing, and written to the Buffer. A series of science pipelines can then be run on
the data, with fast data access being provided by the Buffer, the best available sky model being
updated to a Model Database, and a continuous stream of statistical measures from the pipeline
outputs being aggregated by Quality Assessment. All of these operations are coordinated by the
Execution Control component, with relevant data being streamed through a queues interface, which
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is coordinated by the Data Queues service. Once data has been processed successfully, it will be
moved to Delivery (labelled as Product Preparation & Delivery in Fig. 1). Finally, the fully-calibrated
and imaged datasets will become accessible from SRCs, from where astrophysicists can access the
data and immediately begin their chosen science.
We have begun prototyping and testing the proposed SDP platform using SIP. The key aims of SIP
include supporting the development of the SDP architecture, and implementing a light-weight
version of key SDP components to verify internal/external services and interfaces. The described
services and interfaces are critical to the successful and continuous operation of SDP. Meanwhile,
the primary function of SDP is to process SKA data, which requires science pipelines that can yield
analysable data products to enable the next generation of scientific discoveries. The intersection
between the services/interfaces and the science pipelines requires the pipeline prototyping to be codeveloped with SIP, so that a resulting pipeline can be used as a workflow on a prototype of the SDP
system. The converse is also true, in that pipeline development provides an opportunity to identify
and test those services that require direct interfacing to a science pipeline itself. Data Queues and
Quality Assessment are good examples of services that can be incorporated into a science pipeline.
Such services are likely essential for all SDP pipelines. In order to directly interface each pipeline with
these key services, relevant code related to Data Queues and Quality Assessment will need to be
used within the pipelines.

Applying Task-Based & Data Parallelism to Spectropolarimetric
Surveys
The science case for the SKA covers a diverse range of topics which includes challenging questions
such as: how do galaxies evolve?, what is the nature of Dark energy?, was Einstein right about
gravity?, what generates giant magnetic fields in space?, and even whether we are alone in the
Cosmos? [RD03]. For the purpose of prototyping, SKA-like science pipelines could be developed to
cover the technical requirements for any of these areas. We have here chosen to focus on the
science case of cosmic magnetic fields, which can be advantageous from a prototyping perspective
as the data processing requires full-Stokes polarization imaging in I, Q, U, and V, together with
Faraday Tomography or RM Synthesis [RD04], which intrinsically has substantial computing
requirements.
Faraday Tomography is a Fourier technique combined with a deconvolution algorithm, which allows
for the conversion of radio astronomy images into RM cubes. This technique enables a vast majority
of the cosmic magnetism science case, and is applied to spectropolarimetric datasets in order to
measure an observational quantity that is proportional to magnetic field strength. The performance
of various Faraday Tomography algorithms has been compared against one another in recent works
[RD05]. A fundamental requirement of this technique is that the spectropolarimetry data are imaged
on a channel-by-channel basis, which requires careful consideration at SKA scales given the 65,000
frequency channels. Such a channelised SKA imaging pipeline has previously been designated within
SDP as either DPrepB or DPrepC, for coarse and fine spectral imaging respectively [e.g. RD06],
however we here simply refer to the code as a “spectral imaging pipeline”. This imaging process
lends itself to parallelism in a trivial manner, as it is possible to image multiple channels
simultaneously on multiple cores distributed across a cluster in an HPC environment.
This use case can be advantageous from a prototyping perspective, as the channelised imaging can
be used as a demonstrator of scalable task-based and data parallelism. Verification of the ability to
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use task-based parallelism to process data within SDP has architectural impact, as such
parallelisation frameworks are not typically used for the processing of astronomical datasets. The
standard workflow used by a contemporary astrophysicist is still a largely serialised process, with
scripts being used to e.g. sequentially image data channel-by-channel. Where parallelised workflows
do exist, for example in SKA precursors and pathfinders such as ASKAP and LOFAR, they typically rely
on distributed-memory or shared-memory parallelism using e.g. MPI or OpenMP. In contrast to
these earlier facilities, one critical piece of SDP architecture is the use of a task-based parallel
execution engine for data processing to be performed within the science pipeline workflows [RD07].
The LOFAR telescope excels in low-frequency radio surveys, and one survey that has been conducted
is the Multifrequency Snapshot Sky Survey (MSSS; [RD08]). The polarized counterpart of this survey
is the MSSS All-Sky Polarization Survey (MAPS), which will enable Faraday Tomography of the entire
LOFAR sky. Surveys such as MAPS can be useful test-beds for science pipelines, and for estimating
the imaging performance of SKA. MSSS/MAPS constitutes 50 terabytes of archived visibility data in
measurement set format. The developed pipeline will have direct application to these data,
generating a source catalogue that can be used to constrain the intergalactic magnetic field [RD09].
This real-world application of a pipeline that relies upon task-based parallelism to data from a
pathfinder facility demonstrates the scientific veracity and the applicability to SKA itself, in addition
to testing the deployment and operation of key parts of the SDP system, as prototyped in the SIP
project.

The Spectral Imaging Science Pipeline
Obtaining the Pipeline
The prototyped spectral imaging science pipeline code is available from:
https://github.com/jamiefarnes/SKA-SIP-DPrepB-C-Pipeline

Scope and Dependencies
The spectral imaging science pipeline is intended to be highly complementary to related SIP work,
and development has progressed while ensuring that the code can be deployed in tandem with
other components of the SIP system. The parallelised code provides a fully-Pythonic pipeline for
processing spectropolarimetric radio interferometry visibility data into final data products, which are
representative of the typical data outputs required for science. The pipeline reads in datasets in MS
format and outputs FITS data products, which are feasible options as file formats that are usable by
a typical radio astronomer. The code could trivially be adjusted to use HDF5, or other viable
alternatives.
The code has a number of external dependencies, both for the service environment and the
operation of the Python code itself. These include standard packages such as numpy, matplotlib,
casacore, and the SDP’s ARL, together with dependencies for the operation of connected services
and interfaces such as Dask, Dask Distributed, Java, ZooKeeper, and Confluent Kafka. The code has
been successfully containerised for deployment using Docker.
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Compute Islands
For the pipeline development work, we have been using SDP’s P3 (also known as AlaSKA). P3-AlaSKA
is a bare metal OpenStack1 private cloud hardware demonstrator for the SDP. The physical topology
of the system is shown in Fig. 2. This system provides a platform that roughly models a single
compute island (i.e. a scalable unit of compute resources and associated network connectivity) and
provides a variety of compute, storage, and network technologies such as GPUs, NVMe memory,
SSDs, high speed Ethernet, and Infiniband. In order to test this infrastructure, we require realistic
architecture-compatible science pipelines that can handle large data volumes [RD10].

Figure 2: The physical topology of P3-AlaSKA. The P3 system features multiple physical networks
with different properties: a 1GbE out of band management network for BMC management, a
10GbE control and provisioning network for bare metal provisioning, a 25/100GbE BDN, a
100Gbit/s EDR Infiniband LLN, and private workload communication and external network access.
Image Credits: StackHPC.

Dask as an “Execution Framework”

One plausible Execution Framework for parallelisation of such a pipeline is the Python-based Dask2,
which has been investigated as a candidate for SKA-like science pipelines. Dask is open-source and
freely available, with schedulers that scale to thousand-node clusters. Dask can, in some
circumstances, bypass the GIL when using pure Python objects and numeric code such as NumPy or
Scikit-Learn. In particular, the Dask distributed library enables a Python function to be submitted
across a cluster using task-based parallelism, generating a number of futures that can be monitored,
controlled, and computed as needed. For these reasons, the spectral imaging pipeline is designed
and intended as a demonstrator of Dask, and uses both ‘Dask distributed’ and ‘distributed Dask
arrays’ in order to process the data. The typical view of a Dask Execution Engine for SDP is available
in the Architecture Documents [RD11].
The flexibility of Dask enables parallelism to be implemented in just a few lines of code. For example,
the following code snippet sets up a Dask client, submits jobs across the cluster, and then monitors
progress of the running futures. The QU imaging function could, in principle, call any imaging code of
interest to the user. Typical outputs from Dask, as seen from a terminal, are shown in Fig. 3.

1

2

https://www.stackhpc.com/hpc-networking-in-openstack-1.html
https://dask.pydata.org
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import dask
from dask.distributed import Client
from distributed.diagnostics import progress
client = Client('scheduler:8786')
futures = [client.submit(qu_imaging, data[chan]) for chan in range(65000)]
progress(futures) # show progress bar
def qu_imaging(data):
# Run imaging code from SKA Algorithm Reference Library.

The Dask cluster is setup in such a way that it consists of a single scheduling node and a number of
connected worker nodes. On this Dask cluster, the science component of the pipeline workflow
proceeds as follows: (i) Firstly, the scheduler streams the visibility data on a channel-by-channel
basis to individual workers via TCP, (ii) each worker can apply any required calibration procedures
that are needed on a channelised basis (e.g. ionospheric corrections), and then begins full-Stokes
imaging of each given channel, (iii) this workflow continues until all channels are imaged – resulting
in a complete set of channelised images that are distributed across the cluster, (iv) the moments of
these distributed images are then calculated, resulting in six moment images, (v) in the current
implementation, the final moment images are then streamed back to the scheduler for further
operations or to be saved to disk.

Figure 3: An illustrative view of the outputs from a typical terminal when using ARL in combination
with Dask. In this view, data with a linear polarisation basis have been loaded by ARL from a
measurement set. The data have then been scattered from the local Dask client process to the
workers of the distributed Dask scheduler, and full-Stokes imaging has then begun on the worker
nodes. The displayed Dask progress bar allows monitoring of the status of task-based parallelism.

Due to limitations of the used casacore MS implementation (simultaneous read access requests from
multiple workers is not currently feasible), the visibility data for each channel are currently streamed
from the scheduler to each worker. As SDP workers will access data directly from the Buffer, this
appears at first glance to not be fully consistent with the architecture. However, the data streaming
process itself has been coded such that the data could be simply modified to a file descriptor which
points to a path on the Buffer. This ensures compliance with the architecture.
The pipeline workflow procedure leads to the creation of images that are distributed across the
cluster, and then calculates moments - which requires internode communication of data. This
pipeline thereby demonstrates two critical and distinct parallelisation procedures that may be used
during task-based parallelism within an SDP science workflow. Although not yet fully implemented,
the addition of source-finding and Faraday Tomography steps, with the derived source parameters
being updated to a global sky model is then sufficient to convert this workflow into a pipeline for
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LOFAR MSSS/MAPS. These additional features are currently being parallelised in an optimal manner,
and will be implemented and released in due course (for further details, please see the Section on
Algorithm Optimisation and Scalability for SKA).

Confluent Kafka Queues
Data Queues are a key service within SDP (as described in the Section on Platform Services &
Interfaces), that allow a number of producers to add messages to a queue, while a number of
subscribers simultaneously consume messages from this queue. For SDP, substantial numbers of
messages will likely be streamed through queues3, which will also be used for monitoring and
control of the system. As a piece of architectural verification work, the queueing interface was
therefore prototyped as a part of the pipeline development.
Confluent Kafka was used for the purpose of queue prototyping. Confluent Kafka uses ZooKeeper as
a critical component of the Confluent Platform deployment, in order to store persistent cluster
metadata. A ZooKeeper service was therefore started before initialisation of the Kafka producers
and consumers.
The initial setup of the Confluent Kafka service required modification of defaults in order to specify
the queue server location, to increase the maximum message size, to adjust the session timeout
period, and to define the default queue topics that were available for consumer subscription.
The data sent through queues requires serialisation (and deserialisation) in order to convert Python
objects into a byte stream (and vice-versa). This was done using the pickle package, which is part of
the Python standard library. Benchmarking against cPickle would be a useful future avenue for
exploring potential performance improvements, and to benchmark the performance of Confluent
Kafka for SDP requirements independently of serialisation overheads.

Quality Assessment Aggregation

Another key service is Quality Assessment4, which needs to process a continuous stream of
statistical measures that are generated from pipeline outputs. The stream of Quality Assessment
information is sent via queues. SDP will need to aggregate Quality Assessment information that is
being produced by multiple pipelines across multiple compute islands.
A Quality Assessment aggregator was prototyped as a Kafka consumer, which subscribes to a Quality
Assessment queue topic. The Quality Assessment aggregation takes the form of a basic poll loop,
which continuously polls Kafka for more messages. In the current prototype, these messages are
simply printed for the user as a stream of information which represents the pipeline state. The loop
returns an informative message when all other messages in the queue have been consumed. Error
handling during this Quality Assessment ingestion process has also been included. The data stream
as seen from the aggregator is shown in Fig. 4.

3

We here make a distinction between Data Queues (the Platform Service) and queues (the connecting
interface).
4

Quality Assessment/QA is not to be confused with Quality Assurance, the latter being beyond the scope of
this memo.
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Although the Quality Assessment aggregator has been written for the spectral imaging pipeline, the
code has been implemented in a sufficiently generic way that it can also be used for other prototype
pipelines that will produce Quality Assessment information, and which are currently under
development – for example the Ingest and ICAL pipelines. In the current implementation, Quality
Assessment messages take the form of Python objects, which are implemented using ARL. Each
Quality Assessment object may comprise statistics on the solutions within a gaintable, or statistics
which describe the minima/maxima/r.m.s. of a sky image. These statistical measures can enable a
quantitative analysis of the efficacy of a given SDP operation.
Future work would be able to investigate potential visualisation interfaces for Quality Assessment (in
order to better define the data that may need to be sent to TM), and/or how Quality Assessment
information can feedback into the operation of SDP. One potential mechanism with which to further
develop Quality Assessment monitoring requirements is by studying the failure cases for a set of
given algorithms, by e.g. deliberately running bad datasets with anticipated observational SKA failure
cases through pipelines. These failure cases include correlation errors, antenna errors, timestamp
errors, and other anomalies which are typical for radio interferometric observatories.

Figure 4: Examples of the Quality Assessment data stream as viewed from the aggregator, using
Docker logs. Left: the stream of aggregated Quality Assessment information when no messages
exist in the Confluent Kafka Queue, Right: the stream of aggregated Quality Assessment
information when the Queue is populated by ARL ‘QA’ Objects from a running science pipeline.
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Monitoring using Bokeh
Dask distributed uses a web interface in order to allow monitoring of job progress, network state
information, and to deliver performance and debugging feedback. The web interface is run from a
standalone Bokeh server application, which can deliver monitoring information in realtime. If Bokeh
is installed, then this web interface will be automatically launched upon initialisation of the Dask
scheduler.
There are different sets of diagnostic information, which are available using various default ports.
Diagnostics from the main scheduler are available on port 8787 on the host where the scheduler is
run (i.e. http://localhost:8787), while scheduler and worker debugging pages are available at
http://localhost:8788 and http://localhost:8789 respectively. When using P3, these ports need to be
forwarded in order to be accessible from a local machine via the internet. This can be done using the
following representative commands:
(1.) On the P3 ilab-gateway:
ssh -i ~/.ssh/my_key ubuntu@<scheduler-ip-address> -L 8787:<scheduler-ipaddress>:8787 -N -f -C –q

(2.) On the local machine:
ssh -i ~/.ssh/id_rsa user@alaska-gate.vss.cloud.cam.ac.uk -L
9000:localhost:8787 -N -f -C –q

The main scheduler diagnostic pages can then be accessed on your local machine at
http://localhost:9000 using a standard web browser.
Representative plots from the Dask monitoring pages whilst running the spectral imaging pipeline
are shown in Figs. 5 to 8.
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Figure 5: The Dask status monitoring pages, provided via Bokeh, as observed during the initial data
scattering stage of the prototyped science pipeline.
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Figure 6: The Dask status monitoring pages, provided via Bokeh, as observed during the moment
calculation stage of the prototyped science pipeline, which requires substantial internode
communication.
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Figure 7: The Dask worker monitoring pages, provided via Bokeh. The CPU and memory use of
each worker process is delivered in realtime as performance feedback.

Figure 8: The Dask system monitoring pages, provided via Bokeh. The CPU, memory, and
bandwidth use across the Dask cluster are all monitorable in realtime as performance feedback
and for debugging purposes.
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Tested Algorithms
The tested algorithms have been developed using either the ARL or ARL components [RD12], in
order to enable compatibility with the SDP architecture and collaborate with the SDP ARL
prototyping effort. Newly developed algorithms have been written in a style that provides ARL
compatibility, in order to enable the potential for these codes to be back-ported into ARL. In this
manner, the pipeline remains fully compatible with the ARL architecture, in addition to the SDP
architecture itself.
The spectral imaging science pipeline implements full-Stokes imaging, a complex CLEAN
deconvolution for polarimetric data [RD13], and the generation of Faraday Moment images to
enable highly-complete source-finding [RD14].
The full MAPS science pipeline implements a suite of additional algorithms that are particularly
specialised for the SKA. These include calibration of ionospheric Faraday rotation - which can be
corrected by using a total electron content model [RD15], and the application of Faraday
Tomography [RD04] together with a complex cross-correlation based RM-CLEAN [RD16], the results
of which are shown in Fig. 9. A serialised version of these codes is already available5, and a
parallelised version is undergoing further optimisation for SKA scales (see Section on Algorithm
Optimisation and Scalability for SKA). These additional codes constitute an enhanced spectral
imaging pipeline, that can enable further benchmarking of a full and complete science workflow –
which processes radio interferometric datasets from complex visibilities into a final source
catalogue. While the initial SDP spectral imaging pipeline is sufficient for the purposes of testing and
verification of Dask as an Execution Framework, all of these additional algorithms will eventually
need to be employed in a parallelisable and scalable form (either within SDP or on SRCs) in order to
enable SKA science goals.

Figure 9: Outputs from one tested algorithm, RM-CLEAN, which provides iterative deconvolution
of complex Q+iU spectropolarimetric radio data. Deconvolution of a complex quantity adds
additional challenges to the standard CLEAN algorithm, and peaks in each minor cycle are located
using complex cross-correlation. The data show the polarised response for an astrophysical source
at a range of Faraday depths, and are shown both before (left) and after (right) the deconvolution
procedure. The real (blue), imaginary (red), and absolute (black) values are all shown.
5

https://github.com/SKA-ScienceDataProcessor/sip-maps-pipeline
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Deployment of Docker containers
The spectral imaging pipeline and its associated Platform Services are all packaged as Docker images,
which provide runable containers that contain the pipeline script and all required dependencies. The
requirements to build the necessary Docker containers are detailed within Dockerfiles, thereby
allowing deployment with minimal commands.
Upon deployment of the pipeline to a local Docker engine, the software is pulled to the local system
in order to build the necessary containers. This deployment process also runs Platform Services such
as ZooKeeper, Confluent Kafka, Data Queues, and Quality Assessment, so that the pipeline can
publish to queues. A Dockerised ‘Quality Assessment aggregator’ code is run within the Quality
Assessment container which is deployed.
The running of this pipeline within a Docker swarm cluster on P3-AlaSKA, alongside integration with
the set of SDP services provided by the SIP prototype, is currently under active development.
Assuming that Docker is already installed, it is possible to download the pipeline and data, to build
and deploy the Docker containers, and to perform w-stack imaging of the simulated data, using just
five commands:
git clone https://github.com/jamiefarnes/SKA-SIP-DPrepB-C-Pipeline
cd SKA-SIP-DPrepB-C-Pipeline
docker-compose up -d --build
docker exec -it ska-sip-dprepb-c-pipeline_scheduler_1 bash
python SKA-SIP-DPrepB-C-Pipeline/DPrepB-C/pipe.py

The consumed Quality Assessment messages are readable from the Quality Assessment aggregator
via:
docker logs ska-sip-dprepb-c-pipeline_qa_1

An IP address does not need to be manually specified in order for the workers to connect to the
scheduler, but this can be provided as an argument to the Python code if desired or for nonstandard uses.
The definitions of the services that will be built during deployment are specified within a dockercompose.yml file. No adjustment of the parameters within this file is required. The docker-compose
file will bind disk volumes so that they are accessible from within the Docker container. The source
for each volume does not need to be modified, and automatically points to the location of the
simulated data in inputs-docker.
The Dask cluster can be deployed to a local Docker installation with docker-compose. To start the
cluster:
docker-compose up -d --build

Note that the --build argument is not required if the cluster has already been built.
To destroy the cluster:
docker-compose rm -s -f
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The cluster creates four services:
•
•
•

scheduler: The Dask scheduler. This is published on http://localhost:8787. This service can
be accessed for monitoring and logging using Bokeh.
worker: The Dask worker(s). These will automatically connect to the scheduler.
notebook: This is published on http://localhost:8888, but one must log in with the token
printed in the logs when starting the container, which is accessible via: docker logs skasip-dprepb-c-pipeline_notebook_1

•

qa: The Quality Assessment aggregator. The consumed Quality Assessment messages can be
read via: docker logs ska-sip-dprepb-c-pipeline_qa_1

The scheduling node of the cluster can then be accessed using:
docker exec -it ska-sip-dprepb-c-pipeline_scheduler_1 bash

Finally, the spectral imaging pipeline can be run using:
python SKA-SIP-DPrepB-C-Pipeline/DPrepB-C/pipe.py [--help]

The default settings work together with the simulated datasets. If your machine is struggling to
process all 40 channels with Dask given finite resources, then one can use the --channels argument:
python SKA-SIP-DPrepB-C-Pipeline/DPrepB-C/pipe.py -c=10

If the user wishes to use 2D imaging, rather than w-stacking during the imaging process:
python SKA-SIP-DPrepB-C-Pipeline/DPrepB-C/pipe.py -c=10 -2d=True

Input and Output Data
Simulating Polarised Radio Data using OSKAR
The pipeline can be run using two simulated datasets which are included in measurement set format
for the purposes of testing. Each of these datasets include 40 spectral channels. These simulations
represent two independent observations of the same patch of sky, and are thereby consistent with
the general structure of the MSSS/MAPS survey which incorporates two snapshots per sky pointing.
Similarly, the choice of 40 spectral channels is also motivated by the MSSS/MAPS observations which
include 7 subbands - each comprising of 40 channels.
The simulation is of a field of view which contains four radio sources - each with different polarised
radio properties. These data were simulated using OSKAR6, which allows for the creation of visibility
data in full XX, XY, YX, YY polarisations.

6

https://github.com/OxfordSKA/OSKAR
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Output Data Products
The simulated visibilities were imaged and converted into final data products using the spectral
imaging pipeline, which uses ARL as the underlying imaging software stack. The Stokes I, Q, U, and V
images are shown in Fig. 10. The Faraday Moment images are shown in Fig. 11.
Source parameterisation measurements were made using these test datasets in order to compare
the astrometry and source flux densities. These metrics were found to be consistent with those
provided from other radio astronomy packages such as CASA and wsclean, thereby confirming the
technical accuracy and scientific veracity of both the science pipeline and the ARL.
This parallelised SKA-like science pipeline is now being tested on other datasets, such as those from
MSSS/MAPS. Preliminary results indicate that the pipeline significantly reduces the time required to
process a single pointing of sky. For a test LOFAR dataset, a serialised code took 11 hours to
complete, whereas the parallelised Dask pipeline required approximately 8 minutes on P3.

Figure 10: Full-Stokes images for a single spectral channel as generated by the spectral imaging
pipeline from the OSKAR simulated data. The imaging depends on ARL and ARL components, and
all spectral channels are imaged simulataneously using the task-based parallelism functionality
available in Dask distributed. The Stokes parameters I (top-left), Q (top-right), U (bottom-left), and
V (bottom-right) are all shown.
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Figure 11: Faraday Moments images from all 40 spectral channels as generated by the spectral
imaging pipeline from the OSKAR simulated data. The moment generation requires internode
communication, as the inputs are distributed across worker nodes after the imaging step. The
moments are generated in a parallelised manner using the functionality available from distributed
Dask arrays. The mean (left) and standard deviation (right) images are shown, for Stokes Q (top), U
(middle), and P (bottom). The brightness of moment images is used to identify source islands in
images and has little physical meaning - consequently a pseudocolour scale is not shown.
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Algorithm Optimisation and Scalability for SKA
One component in developing full-scale SKA pipelines is in testing the potential for parallelisation,
scability, and performance of the computational algorithms required. This is crucial for SKA data sets
– which will have an unprecedented 65,000 spectral channels in approximately 20,000 x 20,000 pixel
images. The assessment of the potential to optimise various computational algorithms used in the
pipeline has been ongoing during development, and is being led by Stef Salvini. These algorithms will
be widely and regularly used by SKA.
One of the intentions has been to investigate the parallelisation and scalability of modern
polarisation algorithms for the SKA-era, including the aforementioned Faraday Tomography/RM
Synthesis algorithm. The production of RM cubes is a key constituent of the SKA cosmic magnetism
science case, alongside numerous SKA pathfinder/precursor surveys, including POSSUM with ASKAP
and the VLASS with the VLA. Faraday Tomography has considerable computational expense – of a
similar magnitude to that required for the de-dispersion of transients albeit typically for
observations of fixed duration. This therefore represents a substantial additional processing
overhead if SDP/the SRCs are to enable magnetism science.
The Faraday Tomography algorithm itself appears well-suited to parallelism, and could be
implemented with Dask as an Execution Framework using distributed Dask arrays. In addition to
refining this approach, we also intend to investigate other algorithmic approaches including an
implementation on GPUs – particularly using CUDA. These approaches could provide a true SKA-era
solution and enable an optimised, parallelised, and scalable software infrastructure for a suite of
niche yet critical SKA algorithms.
The data transfer capabilities of Dask need to be assessed in order to study the parallelisation of
both Faraday Tomography and other algorithms. We have therefore begun preliminary studies in an
HPC environment using P3, in order to consider the data movement and to benchmark the scalability
of Dask to increasing dataset size. In Dask, the workers communicate for bulk data transfer using
TCP/IP. Two aspects of data transfer performance are of initial interest:
i.
the scalability with problem size for a fixed number of nodes.
ii.
the scalability with number of nodes for a fixed problem size.
The outcome of an initial investigation into aspect (i.) is shown in Fig. 12. Data were transferred from
a single source (the scheduler), to three worker nodes. The time required for data movement
appears to approximately scale as a linear function of data size. This is the optimal scaling desired
and indicates an absence of bottlenecks that may penalise increasingly large datasets, given the Dask
implementation. Further analysis with a larger number of nodes will allow us to also investigate
aspect (ii.).
Further work on the parallelisation of Faraday Tomography within SDP [RD17], is progressing based
upon the architecturally-compliant assumption that task-based parallelism has first been
implemented (using e.g. Dask) such that full-Stokes images are initially distributed on a per-channel
basis across nodes within an HPC environment. Contemporary approaches would then require on
the order of years to process a single SKA dataset. Alongside the parallelisation, the Faraday
Tomography algorithm has hence also been re-organised to use a much more efficient numerical
approach than currently employed, with no change in the end results. The initial findings are that for
SKA-scale datasets, the run time for the algorithm can then be reduced from 24 days to just over 1
hour, assuming the use of 500 nodes as reasonable SKA computing power. This proposal is fully
scalable as a function of the number of compute nodes. This initial improvement does not include
the deconvolution requirements using RM-CLEAN, which promises yet a further speed up.
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Future extensions of this work would be able to investigate parallelisable frameworks and
methodologies for Faraday Tomography deconvolution, total intensity and polarised source-finding,
and global optimisation. All of these algorithms constitute key infrastructure for the SKA – with all of
these techniques to be frequently run either on SDP itself or at SRCs. Such algorithmic optimisation
will therefore contribute substantially towards reducing overall SKA compute resources.

Figure 12: Data transfer times as a function of dataset size using three Dask worker nodes
attached to a scheduler, as tested on P3. A moving average and Gaussian standard errors are
shown, as determined using 50 samples per iteration. The data movement appears to broadly
scale as a linear function.

Conclusions
We have developed a deployable and containerised SKA imaging pipeline for spectropolarimetric
radio interferometry data, which is simultaneously a demonstrator of several SDP Platform Services
and interfaces – such as Data Queues and Quality Assessment. The pipeline represents a full working
instance of a pipeline spanning the entire SDP architecture. The developed code is strongly
connected to the ARL and depends upon ARL components for a substantial number of common
processing components in the prototyped pipeline. All functions are either consistent with or backportable to ARL. This enables the pipeline to be compliant with both the SDP and the ARL
architectures. The work is also highly complementary to, and has been developed in combination
with, ongoing SIP work.
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As part of SIP work, we are now starting to begin integration of this spectral imaging pipeline with
other SIP services, which are being worked on throughout the SIP team. We are aiming to test a fully
working pipeline, deployed on P3-AlaSKA against a full SIP service stack, by the end of 2018.
Our prototyping work also has multiple additional outcomes. It allows us to optimise and validate
the ARL, and to consider the scalability of various algorithms in the SKA-era. It also allows us to
provide a realistic SKA-like science pipeline, that can be optimised for, deployed, and tested on SIP.
The pipeline is also designed to work on real interferometric datasets from SKA pathfinder
instruments – thereby providing verification of the pipeline’s applicability to the SKA.
The SDP architecture has been designed in order to allow SDP to use different Execution
Frameworks on a per-pipeline basis, while also using common processing components. Future work
could therefore aim to verify whether we can use the same ARL components in multiple Execution
Frameworks. This could be done by focussing on rewriting the spectral imaging pipeline with a
different framework, or by also writing an additional pipeline such as a Stokes I continuum imaging
pipeline (previously designated within SDP as a DPrepA pipeline) using Dask while relying on the
same components and interfaces.
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Appendix A: Lessons Learnt from using Dask for Parallelism
Optimising processes and threads with Dask
The number of processes and threads used by a given Dask worker can be optimised when
connecting the workers, e.g.:
On the scheduler:
dask-scheduler --bokeh --show &

On the workers:
dask-worker <scheduler-ip-address>:8786 --nthreads=8 --nprocs=8 &

Idle Dask cluster: disconnects on P3
When a Dask cluster is left idle on P3, perhaps overnight, the cluster often appears to hang.
Frequently, it is found that workers have disconnected and also that the workers which remain
connected to the scheduler appear to be non-responsive. The only solution in this case appears to
be to restart the Dask cluster. It is unclear if this is due to Dask itself, network connectivity on P3, or
another issue.

Naming of 'sip' Pipelines
There are direct problems with naming elements of the code package as 'sip', 'sip.py', etc.
In particular, it was found that this leads to import errors for the matplotlib and pyplot packages which also rely on a package called sip. In this case, 'import matplotlib.pyplot' will lead to the
error:
> SystemError: initialization of QtCore failed without raising an exception

For this reason, the spectral imaging pipeline’s code base has been renamed as ‘ska_sip’.

What happens when a Dask Worker runs out of Memory?
Within the spectral imaging pipeline, data are scattered from the scheduler to the workers by a
single use of client.scatter. This is independent of the call via which the jobs themselves are
submitted (using client.submit), which will then use the scattered data.
If too many jobs are submitted, the Dask worker can run out of memory. In some cases, the handling
can thus be quite suboptimal.
(i) On a local Dask cluster, e.g. your laptop:
It requires substantial resources in order to run the pipeline on a standard laptop. For testing, 4
CPUs (2 physical), 15 GB of memory, and 4 GB of swap were made available to Docker, in order to
image 13 MB of data.
The images consisted of 512 x 512 pixels, with a padding factor of 2. The expected memory required
to hold the final images, assuming single precision, is therefore 4 bytes*1024*1024*4 Stokes*40
channels = 0.7 GB. The invert stage requires complex arrays, thereby doubling the memory
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requirements. The cleaning stage also requires there to be a dirty image, a psf image, a complex
dirty image, and a complex component image. This results in on the order of 10 images that need to
be stored, thereby resulting in ~2.5GB of total memory usage for the complete processing.
However, if an attempt to image all 40 channels in this simulated dataset is made, then the machine
runs out of memory. The Dask futures are either returned with a cancelled status, or in some cases
the Dask cluster dies. Monitoring of the memory usage took place using Bokeh, accessible via
localhost:8787 on the local machine (although this connection inevitably fails when the Dask cluster
crashes due to lack of memory). Note that 40 channels is only 1/7th of the normal MAPS bandwidth,
which has 7x40 channel subbands - all of which need to be imaged and held in memory for the
purpose of moment image creation. For SKA, we require ~65,000 channels.
This can be reproduced using the provided pipeline and by not providing an argument for the
number of channels to process. This is therefore a good demonstrator of potential memory
challenges for SDP pipelines, given a current implementation of Dask. The pipeline can be run
successfully by restricting the number of channels to image simultaneously, e.g. python SKA-SIPDPrepB-C-Pipeline/DPrepB-C/pipe.py -c=10

In order to avoid running out of memory, Dask generally appears to try and move data out into swap
space, which significantly hits performance.
(ii) In an HPC environment, e.g. on P3:
Although more resources are available on P3 than on a standard machine, there are still potential
challenges in how our current implementation of Dask handles workers that run out of memory.
However, these challenges can now be somewhat enhanced as multiple workers are typically
connected to a single scheduler.
In this case, when a Dask worker runs out of memory, the future is cancelled. The scheduler
identifies that the future is incomplete and so reschedules it to another worker. For such a failure
case, in general, the memory usage is due to the task itself, and so the rescheduled future is
destined to again run out of memory. This creates an infinite loop, whereby the list of futures is
never completed. As Dask distributed uses lists of futures, and progresses when all of these futures
are successfully completed, a code can become trapped in this infinite loop when just one single
future is repeatedly failing.
On P3, it was also found that Dask could run out of RAM for certain use cases. This could be avoided
by setting up the nodes with one of the local SSDs as swap. 'lsblk' typically shows that there are
three unused disks: sdb, sdc, and sdd. These can be set as swap space by using:
sudo mkswap /dev/sdb
sudo swapon /dev/sdb

with the state of swap usage during the Dask run being monitored using 'top', 'vmstat', or
'swapon -s'. However, the use of swap inevitably provides a performance hit.
(iii) Possible Solutions:
The memory usage and failure cases of a Dask cluster can be edited by adjustment of a .yaml file.
This defaults to cancelling any job that exceeds the use of 95% of memory. While one would
anticipate it to be unlikely that adjustment would enable substantial memory storage improvements
at the level required to store multiple additional images, it has been found during prototyping that
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setting the memory limit to twice that physically available can prevent the pipeline from running out
of memory7. This appears to suggest that the default settings for Dask memory management are
rather conservative, and suggests that memory may be a critical issue for the use of Dask (see also
[RD12]).
In addition to these conclusions from the spectral imaging pipeline, there are also indications that
using Dask as a backend of the arlexecute module within ARL may have memory usage
advantages over using Dask distributed alone. Nevertheless, additional work still needs to take place
to balance the somewhat competing requirements of memory usage and runtime performance.
Such optimisation is an intended focus for future SDP effort, which can be conducted via targeted
investigations and systematic benchmarking – in order to separate the impact of other pipeline
dependencies/versions and to study Dask performance in isolation.
Other possible alternative approaches to limit memory usage could include:
(1.) Heavily 'overspecced' compute islands in terms of RAM, albeit with a significant increase in cost.
(2.) Using Dask arrays to perform operations on data larger than memory, however this would still
seemingly require an independent manager of the channel-by-channel imaging process.
(3.) Increasingly enhanced collaboration with the developers of possible Execution Frameworks.
(4.) The exploration of other Execution Frameworks, which may be appropriate for specific use cases
within SDP.
(5.) Further investigations and benchmarking of Dask for SDP-like computing problems, particularly
in tandem with arlexecute.

7

Note that the memory limit in Dask is per worker process, not per worker. Hence for a machine with 16GB
RAM and 4 workers, the memory limit should be set to 8GB. This implies a total memory of 32GB (which is
twice that physically available).
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